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Ms. Cynthia Calhoun – Innovation Talk Title: "Creating Your Own NASA Technology 
Spinoff" 
Ms. Cynthia Calhoun is an Aerospace Engineer Supervisor serving as the Deputy Chief of the 
Program and Project Assurance Division at the NASA John H. Glenn Research Center in Cleveland, 
Ohio. She is responsible for assuring NASA systems are of high quality and operate safely, to 
ensure a successful mission for NASA programs and projects. This includes overseeing an annual 
budget of $11,000,000 and a staff of 50 employees who evaluate the safety, reliability, and 
quality of aeronautics and space systems fabrication, and technology or research and  

 

development activities that could evolve into space systems. Ms. Calhoun has authored and presented numerous national 
and international publications. She also received numerous awards throughout her career for her accomplishments, 
including the NASA Exceptional Service Medal for Software Engineering and the NASA Equal Employment Opportunity 
Medal for her STEM outreach efforts with underrepresented and underserved students. Ms. Calhoun has a Bachelor’s in 
Electrical and Computer Engineering from Ohio University, and a Master’s in Management Information Systems from 
Duquesne University. 

 
 

 

 

Dr. Jong-Hoon Kim – Innovation Talk Title: “Telepresence Beyond Physical Limits” 
Dr. Jong-Hoon Kim is an assistant professor in Computer Science and a director of the Advanced 
Telerobotics Research Laboratory at Kent State University. He received his PhD degree in Computer 
Science from Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana in 2011. He has about 4 years 
academic and 6 years IT industrial professional experience. He has published 38 research 
publications, has hold one US patent, and has involved about $12 M successful grants as a PI, Co-PI, 
or SP. He has the expertise in tele-robotics, wearable computing, sensor network, human-machine 
interaction, and internet of things. Especially, immersive tele-embodiment technology for advanced 
tele-robotic systems is his current research focus, and some of the research outcomes have been 

 

Used research outcomes have been used for developing a telepresencehumanoid robot, called TeleBot which was 
introduced to all around the world including National Fox News “America’s Newsroom” with the title “Real -life 
‘ROBOCOP’ helps wounded police officers & vets get back to work”.     

 
 

 

 

Dr. Robert Clements – Innovation Talk Title: “3D Imaging and Reconstruction” 
Dr. Robert Clements Is a neuroscientist who teaches and performs research at Kent State 
University.  He develops and uses different three-dimensional (3D) imaging techniques to 
understand diseases of the brain, for virtual and physical reconstruction as well as education.  Dr. 
Clements’ actively publishes in scientific journals, authors software and owns a patent.  His 
research studies aim to visualize our brains’ three-dimensional structure for better disease 
diagnosis and therapies as well as improve how we learn, experience, and perceive 3D 
environments and objects. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Ms. Margarita Benitez will talk about “Design Innovation/Entrepreneurship and STEM 
Programs, How They Can Prepare Students for the Future, and Scholarship Programs. 
Ms. Margarita Benitez is an Associate Professor & Fashion Technologist in the Fashion Design 
& Merchandising Department.  Previously, she served as a part-time faculty member in the Art 
+ Technology Department at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, where she attained her 
MFA, and as an adjunct professor in the Fashion Design program at the Illinois Institute of Art 
– Chicago (ILIC).  Her interdisciplinary background mixes art and technology, interface design, 
tangible computing, 3D, architecture and fiber and material studies. Margarita’s passion lies in 
interactivity and interaction design with an emphasis on interactivity in textiles and fashion. 
Margarita’s recent research involves working on OSLOOM, an open-source thread controlled 

 

loom driven by microcontrollers. At the moment the project is the pre-production phase but ultimately all information 
on how to successfully build an open source loom will be available under a creative commons license online. 
Margarita used the “KickStarter” fundraising website to raise $10,000 to fund the OSLOOM project! 

 


